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Light assembly 
 
Assemble lights and stands 
1. Loose the knob just above the legs and slide the 

leg assembly downward to expand the legs. 
Secure the knob when the center 
brackets are level. (Figure A) 

2. Loosen the mounting knob on the light 
mount and install on top of the stand. 
Tighten the knob. (Figure B) 
 

 

Raising the light 
1. There are two height adjustment knobs 

on the light stand. Starting with the 
bottom knob, loosen and extend the 
bottom pole to the blue mark. Once 
extended, tighten the knob. 

2. Repeat the process for the top pole. 
Tighten pole at the bottom of the blue 
mark. (Figure D) 

3. Once the stand is set up, place it on the 
 tape markers and position the lights facing  
each other. (Figure E)  

 

 

Figure A 

Figure B 

Figure D 
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Achieving desired lux 
 

Adjusting light brightness 
1. Using the lux guide, insert the light 

modifiers based on the order shown to 
achieve the desired lux.  

2. Plug power cord into the AC power 
jack on the back of the lights and then 
into an outlet. (Figure B) 

3. Turn on the lights using the ON/OFF 
power switch on the back. (Figure B) 

4. Turn the brightness knob to 25% on all 
lights. Ensure that the channel is set to 
CH. 1 Group A. (Figure B) 

Figure B 

Figure E 
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5. Lower the brightness on the remote to 25%. 
Ensure that the channel is set to CH. 1 Group 
A (Figure C). All lights and remote should now 
have the same brightness level of 25% and 
set to CH.1 Group A. 

6. Using the lux guide, determine the light 
brightness level for the desired lux and 
increase using the remote. 

 

 

Light meter measurement 
Be sure to measure your lux BEFORE placing all obstacles 

1. Using the lux guide, install the appropriate light 
modifiers for your desired lux. 

2. Turn on light meter and ensure mode is set to lux and 
L1. (Figure F) 

3. With the cover still on, cover the light sensor tightly 
with your hand and press the “ZERO” button. 

4. Remove the sensor cover and place light meter in 
center of course. 

5. Stand back and increase the brightness to the 
percentage shown on the lux guide. If needed, slightly 
increase or decrease the brightness to achieve the 
desired lux (+/- 5 lux acceptable).  

 

Infrared lighting 
1. Before you begin the test, plug in the infrared lights. 

Figure F 

Figure C 


